Northern Kentucky University Research and Education Field Station (REFS)

Talk-&-Walk Nature Series “Nutrient Flow in a Wetland”

Wednesday, Aug. 9, 5 - 7 p.m.
at REFS: 99 Harrison Court Melbourne, KY 41059

Presented by Dr. Kristy Hopfensperger

Class will include:
• A PowerPoint seminar on the importance of wetlands as nutrient filters and what can be done on your own property to reduce nutrient flow
• Informational handouts
• Weather allowing, a wetlands tour* to see wetlands in action

* The trails may be muddy and buggy, so wear sneakers or boots and bring bug spray

Class size: Limit of 15 people   Fee: a $10 donation to NKU REFS is encouraged

REGISTER** by e-mailing Dr. Boyce, boycer@nku.edu
**Please e-mail at least 6 hours before the event to allow response regarding class space.